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as the subtitle indicate*t
only tbc tot two

musks! cuitare*
It casts Its net
it is ft real rag-

roue who toows
store of treasures a rag-

_ _ can be will appreciate that the
descriptioo is not necessarily
wcocnpUmenury. A
""it begins with the development of
modem liturgical music, tracing it*
history from the Enlightenment right
down to the present day. and in Its
course reveahng to English readers

some respects H ot additional service
to the KDfitsti reader, for it snows
how very much is being done in the
Vmted State* in the fields of liturgical
and secular coinoostttoo. as weu asand secul
in the scientific
logy, cotlecti
f

of musico-

last 50 year? have produced in
America, it goes on to discus* the
contribution Jewish composers, con-
ductors, and soloists, not to mention
nnmcotogt*t3 and literary men, have
made to tnee musical culture
various countries, and .devotes a
whole chapter to the problem whether
there is such a thing as a specifically
Jewish style or approach to music*

But before this final chapter h
reached, the author has dealt with
much fascinating, subjects as the
Yiddish SingspieT, as it developed first
fn Eastern Eufope and then in
America (but with no reference to
Its brief efflorescence in England) and
the Jewish contribution to opera*
operetta, and musical comedy. There
i s ^wiapter discussing ^ a^ain
* the Ideological Conflict, Antagonism
to Jewish Music and Musicians,"
starting with Wagner and ending ^rith
Hitler and his victims. And there
are 30 pages devoted.to "The Music
of Palestine-Israel.*

The foretojag WKompfctc summa
Indicates ivhy ooc refers f© the woii
M I 1 * rafbaf **: it is full of a great
variety of miscellaneous information,
with no real attempt to co-ordinate
the maierittl in an wganic whole,
such as would be achieved by a
straightforward, comprehensive his-
tory. On the other' hand, the very
heterogeneity of the information
makes the book valuable. If it has
a decidedly American slant, that in

ranc f
logy, cotlectioa, and documentation
ofinateriab, and hhtorical research.
Thus the yccfaKft whether writer or
imiiktMi, wfll tod the three chapters
on coflectors of manuscripts, books,
awl iMMic, 00 tte Foundations, and
fRstitationi, **d Organisations, of
vmr great assistance. ** •

The smaU bibliography and the
ten-page index of names are both
useful; though neither is fully
adequate. It is the index which most
dearty lays bare the omissions in the
work. When reading the text one
might not notice that a number of
Jewish musicians of the past and
present are not mentioned at all. It
is surprising to find no reference to
Fachmann, nor to the Hambourgs,
Mark, Boris, and Jan, and their father
MiehaeL Are we to • understand that-

By LEONROTH
Jewish Vataea. By Louis JACOBS, ledge ("one or more of the great

VaUentine, Mitchell. 21%. *-*-*- ** l - l J l l k i—:--••*• ••*-

Dr. Louis" Jacobs'* new book is a
valuable and courageous, attempt to
bring into contemporary reference
some of the values of traditional
Judaism, Of these, it discusses eleven
(the study of the Torah, the fear of
Heaven, the love of God, die sancti*
fication of the Name, trust in God,
holiness, humility, the love of neigh-
bour, compassion, truth, peace), first

of Jewish, learning"); the
medieval philosophers, on the con-
trary, thought that knowledge covers
all departments of thought. But
whatever our view of this, surely the
very idea of Halacha itself is, for the
student of religions, unique.

Aggadah is common enough, as any
general dictionary of mythology and
folk-lore will show, and even the
Chassadic anecdotes so much in favour

» ~ J?0**1* '• -̂cace and uBy G. P*EIL. New York •
Institute Pamphlet So n ^
* • . * ' cents.

the first three maintain a ^Wl
cohesion, while the fourth ̂
to a separate'theme. The
of "

ter?"

m a J ° r Part

™ o s t ""Po-'Unt Israel
^ ? 1 * ' * } h G. « - . - - -m - r - • -t * *od*y *** suspiciously w . ~ « ~ ™ » ~.

illustrating them trom cfasstcal and wonder-talcs found elsewhere; but
more recent Jewish authorities, and
then endeavouring to bring them into
relation with the anxieties of our own
age. The whole is prefaced by an
important introduction. In it Dr.
Jacobs explains what he means by the
term values and in what sense those
he treats of can be called Jewish.

He then proceeds to say that, since
there is"a "gap between the values
of the past and the spiritual needs ot
the present," there is need of re-
interpreting, in some part at least,

are suspiciously reminiscent of E^JfJr f i : ! **«*nberg, |.Cah Go,£
r-i*u+ fr»*nA ^ i t ^ t ^ r ^ • Km berg, and Sbin Shalom. \he a,,,k_

the Halacha which pours the Aggadah
into a set mould is surely unique to
Judaism. And, if so, does it not
invite special study, not only in its
detail, which is the province of the
specialist, but in its idea as it impinges
on (or is impinged on by) the moral
values of holiness and trust and
humility and the rest? I wonder
whether it is because Dr. Jacobs is so
close to the Halacha and so good an
Halachist that he does not notice that

so

conclude* "*at™£e"" on" ^
mon denominator is their Jeu?K
nationalism. But vUiereas Green
berg's approach is dynamic. »ith hit
dominant themes devoted to the-efcri
mation of Jewry and the survival*!

land, Leah Goldberg writes in hrical
and subdued ,vein, c.\pressin»" her
patriotism in muted tones, "while
Shalom sinte&as a tormented mvstic
whose bruiscti, spirit js ^uueed bv
the healing powers of K;ad s soil.

. , Lyrical Vein

they were* not of Jewish origin ?

££? ,hr»t - j t h ^ f t t o W H ^ - thought. Aggadab) is, in the history
S . bridrf £ £ £ * £ the tic I , of ™*°P' *»"«!»«? quite, special.
strong pnogc connecting ' 7 ' W B ; < It also in itv Hc*aif. tv»n«titiit<»* a —, ___. .
He recognises the. fact lhai there »re Auite Voecial- oracticat oroblern and . Tin- stwind nem indicated in the
people who deny that a gap exists, as * J U 5 l a

S . P ! ^ 1 , £ " Kroleied "of our !ltlc- n a T e l >' 1*raeli P«'O '"war
there are.people who deny that the ^JvS^'JXrJZT » t r e a l e d J n t h e . f<?u«h .^-Pier ofAmong the conductors one finds no

reference to Walter Goehr and Harry
Newstone, though Norman del Mar
and ' Harry Bfech axe ' mentioned.
Perhaps it is too soon to exoect an
American publication to give the
names of Alexander Goehr and
Samuel Lipkin among composers, but
surely Ben Frankel has been com*
posing long enough ? ̂  Still more
surprising is the omission of Arthur
Benjamin's opera "Tale of Two
Cities," which is now ten years old,
though several of his earlier works
are given. After that, it is not sur-
prising to. find no reference to a
number of artists and conductors of
Jewish origin who have come to the
forefront in Britain and on the
Continent during the last ten years.

But despite these criticisms (and,
after all, a book has to stop some-
where, though it should be consistent
in this as In other respects) ** Jews in
Music** is a useful contribution to
the still incomplete catalogue of the
Jewish musical heritage^ and those
who seek to "study the subject will
find it helpful, though erratic.

gap can be spanned. He. disagrees
with both sides and writes for the
" thinking people *\ (and h< expresses
the hope that they form a " sufficient
number*') who " both see the gap
and believe that it can be spanned.
But he has no complete solutions to
offer. Indeed, he looks upon his book
as, " at the most, a surveyor's estimate
of part of the work to be done.*'

Limits of Compassion

The treatment given to the indi-
vidual topics named would seem to
be fair and not overloaded to the
credit side. An example may be .
offered from the chapter on Compas- one intelligible whole,
sion (x). Dr. Jacobs first surveys the

Talmud,

day require guidance.
S&Dr. Jacobs would be the first to
agree that in these days such guid-
ance cannot be given by anathemas
and excommunications. .We need a
sober and serious discussion of the
view of life, represented especially by
the idea of Halacha. and a reasoned
statement of its significance for the
relationship between the human and
the divine, which ' is summarily
described as religion. We need in
fact a "philosophy** of Judaism,
which would take up the values
treated of in this book by pr. Jacobs
as well as much beside, and would
set them into the unified context of
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literature—Bible, Targum,
Prayer-book* Zohar, Codes, etc.—
giving in each case some special and
interesting point; but he notes that,
while "pious resignation to the will
of God is a virtue when practised on
one's own behalf, it ceases to be a
virtue when practised on behalf of
others.**

It follows that compassion has
limits. It has to be "grounded in
reason." Judaism, says Dr. Jacobs,
knows two such limits. The first is
that justice, must be maintained; the
second, that compassion is not for
those who lack, compassion them-
selves. The place of imagination is
then discussed, and we are shown
that. we are required by Judaism to
put ourselves into the place of the

"unfortunaTe ; and at.this point vinous
instances are adduced of the delicacy
of observation and feeling to be
found in the literature, both earry and
late. All this seems to me to be
excellent. One might perhaps have
asked for a more systematic account,
but this would require for the eleven
values selected, not a modest 160
pages, but a large volume or. even a

• series of volumes.

Ground for Appeal
Here perhaps we have ground not

for complaint, but for appeal. All
detail apart, could not Dr. Jacobs
show us why just these values and
not others are peculiarly Jewish, and
why just these go together? Is there
any one principle from which they
all derive of around which they are
naturally groupabic ? And are there
not values which are even more
characteristic of Judaism than some
of those selected by Dr. Jacobs ?
After all, trust in God, humility, love
of neighbour^ and so on, are, as Dr.
Jacobs himself remarks, common
ideals of religious human-kind, and
when he calls them Jewish it is
because (as" he sa.ys) they have a
special emphasis, or present special
distinguishing characters, in the tradi-
tion of Judaism, or (as he tells'us,4

although I think less convincingly)
because they have passed into the
routine life of Jews. (If is one of the
unsolved problems of religious educa-
tion generally how to make "reli-
gious people live up to their prin-
ciples in actual practice.)

But are there not values unique to
Judaism ? Dr. Jacobs is in fact say-
singles out as his very first value the
study of the Torah. The pursuit of
knowledge as a religious duty (even,
according to some, as the highest reli-
gious duty) would seem to be, indeed,
without precedent. Of course, it all
depends on the sort of knowledge
wfeich is pursued. Dr. Jacobs seems
to confine it to ** religious** know-*

Dr. Leon Roth, F.BJK^ is former
Rector of the Hebrew University, where
lie was Ahad Ha*a» Professor of
Philosophy.

Surveying the Scene
This is only to say again what 1

have already quoted Dr. Jacobs as say-
ing himself in his introduction. There
is a ".gap** which both must be
bridged and can be bridged. Dr.*
Jacobs claims for his book no more
than the standing of, a ** surveyor's
estimate.** But even so, he should
take warning that. surveyor's work
requires checking and rechecking.
Travellers in India' hear of bridges
put up by the ever-resourceful and
ever-benevolent experts of American
Aid. They are imperishable structures
made of the finest materials thrown
indestructibly across what is now dry
land : between project and execution
the rivers themselves shifted their
courses ! The important ftiing is not
onfy the strength of the bridge. One
has to be sure first what the gap is
which has to be spanned.

When I speak of the need for a
philosophy of Judaism I do not mean
a system of metaphysics. This may
and will come in time, although there
are few signs of it yet. J mean (as
Dr. Jacobs would) a rethinking, in
the light of the present time, ot the
implications of the tradition of
Judaism. We should call to mind the
nature and source of the influence
exerted in the early years of the
century by Schechter and Ahad
Ha'ara. They were both essayists,
that is, casual writers, not authors of
systematic treatises; but each separate
essay of each one of them reflected
a unified view which could be used
as a general touchstone. Their writings
may have been casual, but their
opinions were not.

The bored young men of today
need clear and distinct ideas. And
(let us make no mistake) they want
something deep. They demand a com-
pletely thought-out position, however,
expressed in simple language. They
want guidance for independent judg-
ment. , ^__

This Dr. Jacobs has shown that he
can give ; and this new book of his
is to be Welcdmed, not only for itself
but as an earnest of still further
expositions from his pen. Yelamdenu

our rabbi teach us 1
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the pamphlet, and deals briefly with
some poems by Ha\\im Guri, E
Hillel, A. Gilboa, and Abba Kovner
The author postulates thai the two
common points of view, 'discernible in
all these poets are those ot hope and
despair: that their poems are not
heroic,' but largely stem from the
consciousness, of a stark, unrelenting
reality, of a fate that must be faced
and accepted out of personal necessity.
There is much sentimentality, but
much toughness too, and, on occasion,
a note of scepticism, while-many of
the poems are written in I\ riĉ iein.

The very modest scope of this
pamphlet inhibits the author from
developing his ideas at any length.
When poetry is the subject of dis-
cussion, such a limitation only serves
to emphasise the inherent difficulty
of conveying its values to such readers
as are innocent of -any acquaintance
with the original works. Neverthe-
less, the author makes a number of
attractive observations and does, at
least, attempt to evaluate the aesthetic
qualities against broader and less
inbred standards than are often
encountered in the critical 'analysis of
modern Hebrew literature. The value
of the pamphlet is considerably
enhanced by the inclusion of
numerous translated extracts, some of
them of high calibre, which have
been rendered into English by some
half dozen translators.
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